
rising awareness for discrimination, thereby directly and
indirectly helping those most affected by unequal treatment.
Germany introduced the General Equal Treatment Act in 2006.
More than ten years later the effects of the law were evaluated.
With regard to weight stigma important obstacles were found.
Since weight is not a protected characteristic in the law, people
who experience weight stigma can only make their claims by
referring to disability-related discrimination, leaving many
who suffer from weight stigma but aren’t classified or do not
perceive themselves as disabled at the side lines.
If public health wants to successfully challenge the obesogenic
environment without harming people of size meaningful
measures to avoid discrimination have to be established. But
in order to successfully implement laws tackling weight

discrimination it is necessary to cover weight stigma explicitly.
There is already a high level of support for these kinds of
measures in a variety of countries, and there are examples of
successfully implemented anti-discrimination laws that include
weight as a protected characteristic.
Key messages:
� It is impossible to successfully tackle the obesity epidemic

without confronting the parallel epidemic of weight stigma,
thereby removing the burden of change from those
experiencing mistreatments.
� Weight stigma is a crucial public health problem that can be

tackled by anti-discrimination laws. In order to be efficient
these laws have to explicitly include weight as a protected
characteristic.

1.K. Oral session: Mortality data, life expectancy
and DALYs

Forecasting the extent of future public health
challenges using the Scottish Burden of Disease study

Grant Wyper
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Background:
Over the next 25 years in Scotland there is expected to be
negative natural change in population growth in a rapidly
ageing population. Recent evidence has highlighted the slowing
of life expectancy gains and worsening trends in self-assessed
general health. We have adapted the Scottish Burden of
Disease study to forecast how demographic and health trends
will shape future public health challenges. This is important in
order to inform policy, service and workforce planning to meet
anticipated needs.
Methods:
For a baseline period of 2014-16 Disability-Adjusted Life Years
(DALYs) were estimated for 132 causes of burden using
routine data sources and patient-level record linkage techni-
ques. Disability weights and disease models used to calculate
Years Lived with Disability (YLD) were largely based on those
from the Global Burden of Disease study, with life tables used
to facilitate calculations of Years of Life Lost (YLL). The
leading 20 causes were identified and trends in the occurrence
of morbidity and mortality are currently being estimated up
until 2019, and forecast to 2040, using age-period-cohort
modelling. Crude and age-standardised rates will be used to
monitor changes due to demography and exposure to the
wider social determinants of health.
Results:
In 2014-16, the leading causes of burden were ischaemic heart
disease, neck and low back pain, depression, lung cancer and
cerebrovascular disease. The leading 20 causes represented 68%
of all-cause DALYs with ill-health and disability causing almost
half of the burden.
Conclusions:
Insights of the future trajectory of population health equip us
with strong evidence to influence the need for a strong policy
response on prevention. Estimates of the future occurrence of
morbidities can be embedded in planning to ensure that
services and the care workforce are proportionately designed to
meet the increasing needs of a vulnerable ageing population.
Key messages:
� The most recent assessment highlighted that non-fatal and

fatal health states approximately contribute equally to the
overall disease burden in Scotland.
� Evidencing how future demographic and population health

trends interact allows us to ensure that policy responses, care

services and the care workforce can be designed based on
anticipated needs.

Public Policies for making the right to life effective:
The problem of suicide at ‘Third Bridge’
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The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes suicide as
a public health priority. According to the same, between 2010
and 2016 the suicide rate in Brazil increased about 7%, in
contrast to the world index, wich fell 9,8%. In the state of
Espı́rito Santo - ES (estimated population of 4 million people),
the number of suicide events reached 233 in 2018, the highest
rate ever recorded by Datasus Mortality Monitoring Panel to
the state. Suicides on public venues are noteworthy. According
to data from the Rodovia do Sol Concessionaire (Rodosol), in
2018 about 41% of suicides in this state occured in
metropolitan region of Vitória (estimated population of 2
million people). In Deputado Darcy Castello de Mendonça
bridge, popularly known as Third Bridge, 71 attemps were
counted, of wich 7 culminated in suicide. As a point of
concern, this bridge, main link between the cities of Vitória
and Vila Velha, has a contingency plan for emergency and
crisis situations since 2016, in addition to cameras monitored
by a prepared team that work together with a firefighter’s team
allocated near the bridge to intervene at any time of the day.
The monitoring of the situation makes it possible to verify
that, since 1999, the suicides that have occurred add up to
lower rates in relation to the attempts. However, there was an
increase of approximately 44% in the number of people who
attempted suicide in the period from 2015 to 2018. Knowing
that interventions to prevent suicide include reducing access to
lethal means, it stands out that in 2019 a plan to build a
protection net in Third Bridge was approved by the
government. These strategies, combined to provided health
care from the State Hospital of Clinical Attention and suicide
preventive measures from public healthcare system SUS, are in
accordance with Brazilian’s public health policies. It is a
recognition, by the state, that the life of the individual has a
public significance, and should be protected even from the
individual itself.
Key messages:
� Interventions to prevent suicide must include reducing

access to lethal means, that is knowingly a highly effective
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